Introduction
We will be concerned with the following problem. Suppose there are given three random variables X,Y,Z such that B |x| , E|z| , 5 |XZ| <oo .
Suppose further that the following functions are known« g(Y) = B(X|Y) a.e., v(Y) -E(Z|Y) a.s., c(Y) = cov(X,Z|Y), F-distribution function of Y.
The problem will be to approximate B(X|Y + eZ), e e I g * = (-5,6), 6>0{ in the following way (1) B{X|Y + eZ) = g(Y + EZ) + eb(Y + eZ) + o(e), where b is some Borel function and o(s) is Y + eZ measurable random variable such that o(e)/e tends to zero aB e -• 0. The way o(e)/e tends to zero will be explained later, in chapter V. This is a very weak way of convergence indeed* Our main result states that the-vfact that E(x|Y + eZ) oan be approximated in the form (1) is equivalent, under some regularity conditions, to the fact that Y has a density f such that the function c(y)f(yj is absolutely continuous and D(cf)/f is a continuous funotion on the set (y: f(y)> 0}. In fact the main result states even more that for every open set OcB where cf is absolutely continuous and D(cf)/f is continuous there exists a continuous function b such that (1J holds with o(e J/e tending to zero, as e 0, in soma local -721 -way (to be made precise later). Moreover the knowledge of the functions g,c,b,v determines uniquely f. Similarly g,c,f,v determine b and simple formulae are available.
The mentioned above main result will be used in some characterization problems; in particular in [9] we apply it to characterization of so called elliptically contoured measures.
On the other hand the fact that E(x|Y + eZ) can be approximated in the way (1) can be used in some practical problems -met in engineering and statistics.
The proof of the main result is based on the theory of distributions (by L. Schwartz) . That is why we reoall basic notions of this theory in chapter III.
The paper is aimed to be the first of the series of papers dedioated to the general problem of a characterization of conditioning distribution by the first two conditional moments. We are going to study the case when the distribution of Y does not have density and also the case when Y is multidimensional. This last generalization would lead to characterization of Lg-differentiable stochastic processes by the first two oonditional moments.
II. Introductory examples
To simplify calculations we will consider only two random vari&bles (X,Y), i.e. we set X -Z.
1) Let us assume that (X,T) has a density h(x,y) such that 3h(x f y)/3y exists and moreover that there exist two functions h 1 (x,y), iu(x,y)£ 0 such that % "I i It is easy to notice that: g(Y) = B(X|Y) a.s., o(T) • = V(x|Y) a.e., and also that Z = Y + eX has the density f £ (z) = j h(x,z -ex)dx. Sinoe we assumed (2) we have
tAz)
*f(z). 6 e-0 Moreover E(X|Y + eX = z) = fxh(x,z -ex)dx/f e (z).
Further ve have
3h(x,z -e*x)/9y dx + + fxh(x,z)dx fx9h(x,z -e?x)/3y dx)
We used here the Lagrange thm. and denoted by e* and £*, some numbers from the interval (-6,6). We also used the assumption (2) .
We have also
Hence we have
Thus denoting b = -dc/dz -gdg/dz -c dlnf/dz we get Hence in this very regular case one can almost see the fact that the approximation of the form (1) with some continuous function b implies that Y has a density determined by Si^tO. Conversely b is determined by g,c,f.
Next example will demonstrate that the existence of the joint density of (X,Y) is not necessary for the existence of the approximation of the form (1).
2) Let X and Y be independent. Suppose that Y has a density f continuously differentiable and P(X « -1) = = P(X = 0) = 1/4, P(X » 1) = 1/2. Thus we have g(Y) = B(X|Y) = 1/4, c(YJ = V(X|Y) = 3/4 -1/16 = 11/16.
It is also easy to notice that
• (-11/l6)dlnf(z)/dz = -c dlnf(z)/dz. £ -0
As f was assumed to be continuous we have implies that Y has a density which is absolutely continuous.
To show that the existence of the density of Y is essential for the existence of the approximation of the form (1) let us consider the next example:
3) Let X,Y be independent and suppose that X has a density f while Y is discrete and P(Y=1) = 1/2 = 2P(Y=0) = * 2P(Y=-1). Denote g « E(X|Y) » BX = j xf{x)dx, c » V(x|Y) = » V(X) = j x 2 f(x)dx -g 2 .
One has to distinguish two cases: i). |x| $ M <oo, III e R. It is easy to notice, in this case, that: for |e| < 1/(2M), tf(Y+eX) = 6(X,Y)* ) . This ia so for {Y + ex e (i-ar.i+r)} = {Y = i/vXe (-y/e,^/e)}, i = -1,0,1, o < y < 1» Hence we have obviously E(x|Y + eX) = X if |e| i1/(2M) and one oannot expect that £~1(E(x|Y + eX)-g) would tend to any finite limit in any sense.
Let us consider the other case, i.e. ii). supp X = R. It is easy to notice that Z = Y + eX has the density f £ (z) = f{(z-1)/e)/(2e) + f(z/e)/(4e) + + f((z+l)/e)/(4e), and that It is usual to use characteristic funoj tions in characterization problems. However, in our problem of approximation of E(x|Y+eX) this approaoh seems to be a little bit restrictive. Simply, results obtained by the, jchar act eristic function method would not be as general as they could be with another, distributive approach^which we will propose in chapter IV. Besides it will be easier to generalize distributive approach to a multidimensional case. , In order to get an intuitive feeling of what will be happening later on let us consider the following way of reasoning.
Suppose (X,Y,Z) are three random variables such that E|x|, e|Z|, e|XZ| <OO. Let us define functions g(Y) = E(x|Y), c(Y) = cov(X,z|Y), V(Y) = E(Z|Y) and assume that the function g(y) is continuously differentiable almost everywhere on suppY = S c R. Suppose also that there exists a continuous funation b: R -R such that the family {b(Y+eZ), e e I 5 = (-6,6/}, 5>0, is uniformly integrable. Suppose alBo that {g(Y+eZ)} and (Zg'(Y+eZ)}, E eI c , are uniformly integrable. Moreover assume that with probability 1 we have
where Vt e R B(exp(it(Y + eZ) )o(e )/e) »• 0, i = V^?. We have then
E(exp(itY)I(x|Y)) -= B(exp(itY)X).
Subtracting (6) from (5), deviding both «idea by e , and iMiag (4) we get:
Mow let e -»O. We will get after making use of our assump-
where we denoted g*(y) = g'(y)v(y) + b(y). Let P be a distribution function of Y, denote i u>
We have r (-oo) »r(»] = 0 and X (f(y )exp(itY)) = = -it f r(y)exp(ity)dy.
Thus we have
We daduee from (7) that -r(y)dy » c(y)dF(y), that is that F • must have the density f(y). Moreover that the density oust be suah that
Using well known properties of the Fourier transforo we deduce from (6) that the functioa e(y)f(y) must be absolutely continuous on S and
This is the'differential equation which will be obtained later on under other less restrictive assumptions. Namely we will need only that, for every compact set KcR, families
, £ e Ig, are uniformly integrable. Secondly we will need that for evevy cp differentiable with compact support Thirdly by using the distributive approach we will be able to analyze locally the distribution of Y and relate it to local properties of E(X|Y + e-Z).
We will present now an example which will make it obvious that the approach through characteristic functions will be inadequate.
Consider namely (X,Y) as in example 2 with a modification. Namely assume that Y, apart from having density, has also, say, two atoms at 0 and 1 each having probability mass equal 1/4, i.e. the distribution function of Y has two discontinuity points at 0 and 1 and the jumps at those points are equal to 1/4. Let f denote density of the absolutely continuous part of E. It is easy to see then that for e>0
e,i-e, 1,1+e
Of course, e" 1 (B(X|Y + eX = z)-1/4) does not tend to any limit for every z. Hence it is impossible to find a function b such that (1) would be fulfilled.
However if we restrict ourselves to any z eKcR -{-e,O t e, 1-e, 1, 1+e}, K -closed, then E(x|y + cX * z) oan be, as we have already seen, approximated in the form (1) .
Ve will prove later on that V<p-continuous, supp <pcK, E(cp(Y + eX)o(e)/e) -• 0 and that approximation (1) is true e-*0 for Y + e X e K.
III. Basic notions and some results of the theory of distributions
Let 0 be an op«n subset of R. We oonsider the spaoe 2(0) * {<p: R -» R, <p e C°° , supp cp c 0, supp <p is compact}, J)(R) =<Z). 
It turns out that D(<2>'(6)) c 3)'(6).
It is also known that for every a e 3)'(0) and every compact sat KcO there exist numbers c K , r R such that Vcpe C£°(K):
If for some a e 5)'(Ü) there exists r such that r ^ rK, for every compact KcO, then a is called of finite order. The smallest such r is called an order of the distribution a.
If a e 3)'(0) is of order r, then a can be extended to a continuous linear functional defined on <8^(0} = supp 9 is compact and supp cpcoj. 
Proof.
Let M and N denote distribution functions of (j and \> respectively, i.e. M(x) = y((-oo,x) n(i), N(x) • = (( -co ,x) n 6). We have then Vtpe5) CO) j <pdp ? -j"MD<pdx since supp cp is bounded.
Thus we have: -J MD<?dx = j DydN(x) for every <pe>2)(6).
Hence we deal with two primitives of a distribution,say jtpd^u Their difference is a constant distribution. Hence Mdx + + const dx = dK(x) which means v Q.B.D. Now consider three random variables (X,Y,Z) defined on some probability apace. Assume • <p(Y)g(Y) e+o a.s. since BO) was assumed. Since CO) was assumed we have the continuity of 3*e at e « 0. We have also further» for every <pei)(0):
= <-z-, <P> + £ ^(EMY + £Z)g(Y + eZ)) -E(<p(Y)g(Y))) »
= < ~ , cp> + e"
(B(cp(y)g(Y + eZ)) -E(<p(Y)g(Y)) + + e" (B(f(Y + EZ) -<p(Y) )g(Y + eZ)). fp -t> n
Since lim < -=-=--, <p> = -<DM,<p> and e -*0 fc e" Since distributions appearing on both sides of (15) are of zero order (they are regular in fact) we can extend them to linear functionals defined on C Q (0), i.e. the set of continuous functions with compact support c 0. Since we assumed that Dg(Y) is continuous and different from zero on 6 thus by the definition of the conditional expectation we get our assertion. Q.E.D. Q.E.D. Theorem 2 can be slightly extended, in order to make its applications to characterization problems more convenient, in tho following way: Theorem 2'. Let us suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satifified and moreover suppose that there exists a stochastic process %(e), e eIj, such that E |%(e)/e| 0 and for v standing for g or Dg and compact K Proof. Arguing similarly as in the proof of the assertion iii) of Lemma 2 we establish modification of this assertion with Z substituted by Z + ^(e)/e. Since we assumed (17) the form of this assertion will be unchanged. Having this modification we argue similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2, always with Z substituted by Z + %(e)/e, and get our result. Q.B.D. Corollary 1.2 Suppose {w^}, t e T cR, is L 9 -stochastic process. Let K(s,t) be its oovariance function. This result has been formulated by W.Bryc and is proved in [2] by slightly different means. Then one-dimensional distributions of W^ are Gaussian. Proof.
(E(<p(Y + eZ) -<p(Y) )g(Y + eZ)) = = B(Z g(Y + CZ)D<p(Y + E*Z)) -E(Dcp(Y)g(Y)v(Y)
It is easy to check that m(s,t) * K(s,t)/ /K(s,s) and c(s,t) = K(t,t) -K 2 (s,t)/K(s,s). Sinoe functions m and c exist we have K(s,s)>0, s e T. Since K(s,t) is continuous and twice differentiable on T*T we deduce that so are functions m and c. Let us fix t eT and set X = W^, Y • Z = -X, £(e)/e = W^ + (Wt<_E -w t )/e, where n' x denotes the mean square derivative of (it exists since K(s,t) exists and is continuous e-0 expansion of B(XlY + eZ + %(e)) in the form (18). Besides we have B((w t ') 2 |w s ) = 9 2 E(w||w s )/3t 2 and we deduce that var(V^|Wt) is a nonrandom function (i.e. depends only on s and t).
Thus by Theorem 2' wa deduce that the distribution of Wt has a density f. Since the functions g and b are linear and the function c is constant we deduce that f(x) ~exp(-/linear function (x)dx) = exp(-quadratic funotion (x)).
Q.E.D.
VI. Applications to oharacterizatlon problems
We will present now a theorem which, we believe, oan pave the way rather than be a solution to characterization problems of certain subclasses of measures on the plane. There are examples of classes of measures on the plane (eliptically con-toured for example) whioh can be characterized by some conditional moments conditions. We will show how to start to analyze those classes. It seems that each subclass would need separated treatment. In [9] we are presenting analysis of two dimensional elliptically countoured class.
Let us assume that there are given two random variables (X,Y) and two functions:
Hs AxRxR -»> R and h: A*R*R -*• R,where A cR is some set of "parameters".
Suppose that the functions H and h are twice continuously differentiable with respect to a e A. further suppose that f E|H(a,X,Y)| <00 : El3h(a,X,Y)/3a| < 00, In [4] it was shown that the condition (21) with (26) characterizes elliptically contoured measures.
In general, if a family of densities f(a,z) is "rich" enough, one might expect to get from this family, the joint distribution of (X,Y). This is done for example in [9] in the case of elliptically contoured measures.
